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It has recently been noted in a report of the House Subcommittee on
Conservation and Natural Resources
that a private citizen may be financial-
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ly rewarded for reporting water polluters to the federal government. The
committee's report states that the 1899
Refuse Act (33 U.S.C. 407) prohibits the

deposit of "refuse" into navigable waters except under permit issued by the
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Corps of Engineers. "Refuse," according

to the report, is interpreted to mean
"all foreign substances and pollutants"
other than municipal sewage and sewers in liquid form.
The law provides a maximum fine of

Rol' E. SHAY, Editor

$2,500 for each incident or day of viola-

tions and that one-half of the amount
of the fine must go to the individual
that gives the information that leads
to a conviction. In addition, the citizen
may sue the violator in the name of
the United States to collect his reward
if the government fails within a reasonable time to prosecute the violator.
Subcommittee chairman Henry S.
Reuss (R-Wis.) says, "This forgotten
provision offers a great opportunity for
the ordinary citizen to investigate and
provide information to the federal gov-

ernment about those industries that

have long polluted our streams."
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Save Us All from Cyanide

Published Monthly by the

Polaroid cameras are fun to use, but
they sure do create a lot of litter, and
in this case every litter bit hurts.
A chemical, believed to be cyanide,
is included on the papers which some-
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photographers after a Polaroid photo
is taken. Recently a National Forest

ranger reported that the material kills
chipmunks and other small animals.
Solution: Carefully collect all
spools, boxes,

surplus papers from

along with all
other trash
and deposit them at
garbage collection points in parks or
Polaroid film packs
along highways.

Bend

Pilot Rock
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The Cover
Spawning chinooks. For answers about fish
see feature article.
Photo by Ron Shay

Kit Fox
The kit fox, or "swift" as he is often
called, is the smallest and least seen
of our foxes. He is limited in range to

HUNTER SAFETY

the deserts of southeastern Oregon, living in burrows or old badger holes.

TRAINING PROGRAM
Instructors Approved

Month of August
Total to Date

79
1,837

Students Trained

Month of August
Total to Date

1,286
154,641

Firearms Casualties Reported in 1970

Fatal
Nonfatal
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He is a buffy to yellowish gray and
weighs only about four pounds. Total
length is two to three feet and height
at the shoulders only about one foot.
He is a gentle little animal and his

main diet consists of the smaller rodents. His numbers are few and he
succumbs easily to poisons, larger
members of the dog family, and the
guns of hunters.
Kit fox young are usually born about

March, with four or five the average
number in the litter. This little fellow
is one of the rarest and yet most interesting canines in the state.

Editor's NoteThis is one in a series of articles on the small animals of Oregon. These
miscellaneous species are currently not protected by any laws and no agency has any
jurisdiction over them. The Game Commission is hoping the Legislature will broaden
the Commission's authority to allow appropriate management, protection, or regulation
of certain of these creatures in limbo.
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By C. J. CAMPBELL, Chief, Fishery Division

Over 700,000 people, about one-third

of the total population of Oregon, ob-

tain one of the various sport fishing
licenses available. With this army of
anglers interested in the fish resource
and its management, it is little wonder

that the Game Commission receives
thousands of written and verbal re-

quests for information.
In this article we will pick some of

the frequently asked questions and
answer them. Maybe some of yours
are among them and our letter writing
and phone answering load will be reduced.

What is the difference between the
Game Commission and the
Fish Commission?
The Game Commission is a five-man

board appointed by the Governor to
develop and manage the wild birds,
certain mammals, and game fish of
the state. It regulates hunting and
recreational fishing.
The Fish Commission is a three-man

board appointed by the Governor to
develop and manage the food fish and
shellfish of Oregon. It manages and
regulates the commercial fisheries and
personal use of shellfish.

How many fish do you plant each year?

At the present time the Game Commission annually releases approximately 3,700,000 migratory-size steel-

head and salmon, 2,500,000 catchable
trout, and 21,000,000 fingerling fish.

Why don't you take the nets out of the
Columbia?
There are species and races of fish in

the Columbia whose numbers are ade-

quate to permit a regulated commercial fishery in addition to the recreational fishing. Coho, fall chinook salmon, and shad are examples. It is the
desire of the state, as expressed
through the legislature, that a commercial fishery be permitted and that
it be regulated by the Fish Commission.
GAME BULLETIN

What are game fish and food fish?
Legally, game fish are those species

defined as such by law. The list includes the various trout; warm-water
game fish such as catfish, bass, bluegill, and crappie; bullfrogs; the Klam-

ath mullet; and salmon, steelhead,
striped bass, shad, and sturgeon when
taken on hook and line.
Food fish include those species not
listed as game fish and salmon, striped
bass, shad, and sturgeon when taken
on commercial gear. Steelhead trout
are recognized as game fish but may
be taken with commercial gear in the
Columbia River incidental to lawful
commercial fishing operations.

What are the regulations for sport
fishing at the mouth of the Columbia?
The basic cause for confusion among
anglers at the mouth of the Columbia
is the fact that Oregon law requires a
fisherman to have a license to fish for

salmon (a game fish when taken by
angling) while Washington does not.

Salmon in Washington are legally
classified as food fish only, and no

license is needed. Oregon controls its
citizens on waters in or contiguous to
the state, so an Oregon resident must
have an angling license and the salmon and steelhead special license to

fish anywhere in the Columbia. A

Washington resident does not need a
license but does need a free catch record card. This fact is recognized by
Oregon, and he and his guests can fish
anywhere on the Columbiacontiguous waterwithout an Oregon license.
Water south of the South Jetty and
out three miles is Oregon territory and
our law requires an Oregon license for
anyone to fish in it. Residents of other
states fishing from Oregon ports are

governed by Oregon law and must
have licenses.

The bag limit at the mouth of the
Columbia and south to Tillamook Head

is 3 salmon over 20 inches long per
day. The only difference in bag limit
between the two states is that Oregon

has a season limit of 40 fish while
Washington does not.
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What are your policies in planting
fish?

Spring chinook salmon and steelhead are reared to a size of about 6
fish per pound (7 to 8 inches) and are
released in streams suitable for those
species. Research has demonstrated

that returns from salmon and steel-

head released much smaller than this
are very low. At this size the fish are
normally ready to migrate to sea and
they make little demand on the food
production of the stream. Up to 10 or

15 percent of the fish are caught at
sea, in the river as adults, or return to
the stream or hatchery.

Research over the years has also

proven that planting fingerling trout,
fish from 2 to 6 inches, in most of our
streams does not result in more fish in
the creel. Catchable trout, fish reared
to a size of 8 to 10 inches and about 3

per pound, do put fish in the creel.
They do not, however, hold over in
most streams. Most of those that are

Hatcheries of the Game Commission produce over 27 million fish annually for release into the waters
of the state. The Wallowa Hatchery in northeastern Oregon is one of the smaller installations.

going to be caught are creeled within
three or four weeks of planting. Therefore, these valuable fish are released

in waters that have heavy angling

pressure. The total allocation for the
season is spread over a number of releases at one to three-week intervals
to increase the percentage of return.
This is also the reason that trout are

not planted in streams far ahead of
the season to become "wild."

Most lakes in Oregon have limited
spawning habitat for trout but are good

rearing areas. Under these circumstances, small fish, 3 to 5 inches, are
released. It is, of course, cheaper to
raise them to this size. Within a year,
on the average, they will reach catchable size in many of our waters. Diamond Lake is a good example of a
productive body of water that is managed in this way. Where 100,000 finger-

lings planted in a river would provide
little return, the same plant in a lake
like Diamond would return about 70

percent to the angler as one-pound
fish.

Catchable trout are reared to about 10 inches
in length and planted in waters having heavy
angling pressure where they will be caught
within three to four weeks of planting.

(more Whys page 6)
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Hunting Casualties 1969

Mit

Oregon hunters were more careful
with their firearms during 1969 than
any of the previous five years. There
were 67 firearms hunting casualties
recorded, which was 21 less than 1968.
Carelessness continues to be the pri-

30

evidenced by the fact that 39 of the 67
shooters either killed or injured them-

20

selves and 49 of the total casualties

15

occurred at ranges of nine feet or less.
Rabbit, squirrel, and other nongame

I0

MISCELLANEOUS
UNKNOWN

25

mary cause of hunting accidents as

5

hunters caused 28 of the casualties,

closely followed by deer hunters who
accounted for an additional 26.
Juvenile hunters 19 years of age and

GAME HUNTED
NUMBER OF ACCIDENTS BY GAME

younger were the most careless age
group. Twenty of the twenty-eight
young shooters had taken a hunter

Mistaken for game accidents do hap-

safety training course but failed to fol-

pen, again in limited numbers. There
is no good excuse to state that a person looked like a deer, rabbit, elk, rac-

field.

motyet each has been cited one or

low the basic rules of safety in the

coon, tin can, black bear, crow, or mar-

Nearly one-third of the 1969 casual-

ties would have been eliminated if
hunters had not had loaded firearms
in or on vehicles. No safety-conscious

person would allow a firearm to be

more times over the past 15 years.
Hunting is not an unsafe recreation

but it can and should be more safe
than at present. There are two very
important rules involved in gun safety.

placed in his vehicle if he knew there

was a cartridge in the chamber nor
would he enter a vehicle in which
there is such a gun. It really doesn't
take long to eject the cartridges or replace them in any gun.

First and foremost

EVERY GUN IS
ALWAYS LOADED UNTIL PROVEN
OTHERWISE. This leads to the cardinal

rule in all safe gun handling. NEVER
POINT ANY GUN AT ANYTHING YOU
DO NOT WISH TO KILL OR DESTROY

Another area that seems to lead

toward a firearms accident is when a
hunter is violating one or more of the
game laws. In checking casualty reports, all too often the shooter has no
hunting license, is hunting protected

species, hunting in closed areas, or

INCLUDING YOURELF. If every gun
handler followed these two rules at all
times, there would be very few casualties either in the field or the home.

There have been 11 nonfatal firearms hunting accidents in Oregon dur-

35

35

Li '63-'68 avg.

/969
25

20 20
15

9a
8 Unknown
under 20-29 30-49 50o ver
AGE OF SHOOTER

ing 1970 and the major hunting seasons are just ahead of us. Whether the

hunting game species out of season.

Alcohol doesn't seem to be a major
cause of gun casualties although one
or two accidents are reported where
the shooter or victim had been drinking. There is no question that alcohol

casualty list increases or decreases depends on each and every hunter knowing and practicing the Ten Commandments of Shooting Safety and requiring each of his hunting companions to
do the same.

and gunpowder mix no better than
alcohol and gasoline.

Cal Giesler

el7

Li

Carelessness

Mistaken for El Accidental
Game
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Loaded Gun
In Line of re
in
Boot or Car and Ricochet
Gun Discharge

Unknown

B Other

6
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2
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Why do you destroy all fish life in
some lakes and streams?
Under some circumstances, fish may
become their own and their neighbor's
worst enemies. Some species may have

little value to the angler but be very
prolific. Since they are not removed
but continue to reproduce, their num-

bers increase rapidly. Soon they are
using all the available food supply,
other more desirable species cannot
survive, and they themselves cannot
obtain enough nourishment to grow.
This can occur with rough species such

as roach or squawfish or with game
fish like yellow perch, bluegill, crappie, or even sometimes trout.
When such circumstances occur, the

best tool fish managers have is the
complete removal of the fish and a

new start with desirable species. Eventually we will probably have selective

chemicals that will remove a single
species or size class but these are not
yet dependable.

Can I legally walk anywhere between
the high and low water lines along a
stream and fish?
Not necessarily. Waters that are affected by the ebb and flow of the tides

are all navigable and the land under

Sometimes all fish are removed from certain waters because there are too many and not enough
nourishment for any of them to grow to desirable size.

A fishing license is not needed by certain persons at specific times. No license is needed to fish
for the nongame fish found in the ocean and bays.

them belongs to the state. In these instances the land below high water is
public. Most other streams that boats
can and do use, such as the McKenzie
and Deschutes, are in a different category. These waters are public and the

public has the right to use them for

boat transportation and commerce, but
this right does not extend to the bed of
the stream. Owners of the land beside
the stream generally own to its center
and can control trespass along it.

Are there situations where a license is
not required to fish?
There certainly are. A license is not
required to fish for nongame fish and

the bay and ocean fishes other than
trout, salmon, striped bass, sturgeon,

and shad. Surf perch, lingcod, rock
fish, and flounder are among those for
which a license is not needed.
A resident under 14 years of age does

not need a license and a landowner
does not need one to fish on his own
property (except for salmon and steelhead, for .which he needs the salmon
and steelhead license but not the regular angling license).
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How much money does the Game
Commission get from our taxes?
The Game Commission gets no money
from the general fund. The total of all
fishery operations of the Game Commission is now over four million dol-

THE WHYS
Why can't we use live minnows for
bait in Oregon?
Live cottids (fresh-water sculpins)
and nongame marine fish may be used

lars annually. Over 75 percent of this
comes from license sales and the remainder from federal government pro-

as bait in tidewater and in Zone 1.
Live fish are prohibited for bait in

fishing tackle.

other areas because they are generally
an undesirable species to have in our
lakes and streams and frequently are

Why do we have minimum length
limits on trout?

grams, primarily excise taxes upon

released or escape in the waters if

In most salmon and steelhead

their use is permitted. They may then
increase, crowd out the desirable fish,
and require extensive and expensive
rehabilitation. Such illegal introduction has resulted in chemical treatment

streams a minimum length limit of 8
inches is imposed to protect the downstream migrant young of these species.
The vast majority are under this length

and they are much more desirable
when they return as adults from the

operations costing nearly $200,000. This

is also the reason for the law prohibiting the transportation of fish from one

ocean weighing 10 to 40 pounds.
In inland waters there are other reasons. Trout under 6 inches are not too
desirable and there is a strong tempta-

body of water to another without a
permit.

Why do you discriminate against bait
anglers by allowing only fly angling in
some waters?

In the first place, such regulation is
not discriminatory. Any licensed angler may fish with a fly. To do so or
not is his choice. This, however, is not

Transportation of fish from one body of water
to another and use of live bait have caused
many waters to become polluted with undesirable species. Rather expensive chemical treatments have been needed to restore the waters
to production of game fish.

the whole answer. Angling is a recreaforms. Some people get more pleasure

were introduced into waters in nearly
all parts of Oregon. The species be-

from angling with a fly, some with a

worm, and others with a variety of

came established in the upper Des-

lures. Some prefer to fish from a boat
in a lake and some from the bank of
the stream. In our increasingly complex society it is essential we all give
and take some to make life more en-

chutes and the upper North Umpqua.

As a species it is a wary fish, more
difficult than other trout to catch and,

once established, capable of taking
care of itself. It has been demonstrated

joyable for all of us.

in a number of places in Oregon and
elsewhere that if the habitat is suitable, natural propagation will sustain a
brown trout population and planting
of fingerlings has no effect. The species is more difficult to raise to catchable size in hatcheries and does not
provide as good a return to anglers as

If Oregon had only one lake and

one river, all possible forms of fishing

would have to be accommodated on
them. Fortunately, we are blessed with
many miles of stream and many lakes.
We can afford the luxury of reserving
some of this water for single-purpose
types of recreation. We can have some
water on which only flies can be used,

rainbow.

Unfortunately, man's activities in
what were some of the best brown trout

some on which no boats can be em-

ployed, and some where no fish can be
kept.
The number of anglers who prefer to
fish with a fly only is small compared

areas have resulted in conditions unsuitable for them. In areas where they
can be maintained, they will continue
to provide challenging fishing for

to the total, and the amount of water
so restricted is also very small, much

ing areas, for instance. Such regulation is a good management practice
where the situation warrants it.
GAME BULLETIN

everyone to keep just the first ten fish
caught regardless of size.
Why don't you plant more brown trout?
About 35 or 40 years ago, brown trout

tion that can be enjoyed in various

less than 1 percent of that available.
In some instances fly only angling is
a fish protective measure. It has been
used to prevent harassment and loss of
chinook salmon in their summer rest-

tion to sort, discarding small fish as
larger ones are caught. It is better
management to impose a minimum
length and require careful release of
fish under that length than to expect

"wild" trout.

Angling is a recreation that can be enjoyed in
many forms.

We hope this discussion of the whys
and wherefores of fish management
has saved some people the trouble of
writing or calling one of our offices.
However, if it has only succeeded in
raising more questions, we'll do our
best to answer them as they come.
Good fishing.
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1971 Angling Regs

Game Men Take New Posts

Saturday, November 7, at 10 a.m. to
hear suggestions concerning the 1971
sport fishing regulations. The hearing
will be at the Portland office of the
Game Commission at SW 17th and

charge of big game operations for the
Oregon Game Commission, will assume the position of lands supervisor

A public hearing will be held on

Alder.

ONLY ONE HEARING WILL BE
HELD THIS YEAR. Prior to this hearing

the staff recommendations concerning
changes in the rules will be publicized.
Everyone at the hearing will have an
opportunity to express their views.
However, if you cannot attend, suggestions may be sent to the Commission
in a letter.

Waterfowl Nesting
Ponds Developed

Mel Cummings, staff biologist in

to head the Commission's statewide
land management program, it was announced by John McKean, state game
director. Cummings replaces Avey
Meyers, recently deceased, who headed

size for the gun you carry.
5. BE SURE OF TARGET BEFORE

will plan and coordinate big game
management programs throughout the
state.
Both Cummings and Ebert are career

men are graduates of Oregon State

tion of 20 waterfowl nesting ponds on
state-owned Gore Island in the Klamath River below Klamath Falls to compensate for loss of marsh-type private

lands reclaimed as part of the Keno
dredging project. The purpose of the
dredging is to increase water flow ca-

pacities between Klamath Falls and
Keno.

The new waterfowl nesting ponds
are each 25 by 100 feet and required
the removal of over 400 cubic yards of

material by clamshell dragline. Spoil
was deposited in nesting hummocks
which will appeal to a variety of dryland nesters. Ponds and nesting sites
are separated by distances of 100 feet
or more so as not to strain territorial

and supervisory experience. Cummings

has worked almost 23 years fur the
Commission while Ebert just recently
completed 21 years of service. Both

University in the biological sciences
and fish and wildlife management.

Wildlife Management
Areas Expanded
Oregon citizens will have just over

500 acres of additional land for the
production of wildlife as a result of
Game Commission action recently
which will lead to the expansion of
two wildlife management areas.
At the White River Game Management Area, expansion was made possible through negotiations with Frank G.

Dawson of Kennewick, Washington, for

the purchase of just over 392 acres

ducks, Canada geese, white pelicans,
great blue herons, and a host of song
and marshland shore birds.
Added improvements to be accomplished in ensuing weeks will be anchoring log booms to protect vulnerable shoreline areas. The log booms are
being donated by the Weyerhaeuser
Company. All disturbed areas and
mounds will be seeded to cover and

tract includes about 11 /2 miles of Jordan Creek, a good angling stream.

food crops this fall.

major wintering range for herds of
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ammunition only of the proper

YOU PULL TRIGGER; know identi-

fying features of game you hunt.
6. NEVER POINT A GUN AT ANYTHING YOU DO NOT WANT TO
SHOOT; avoid all horseplay.
7. NEVER CLIMB A TREE OR FENCE
OR JUMP A DITCH WITH A LOAD-

ED GUN; never pull a gun toward
you by the muzzle.
8. NEVER SHOOT A BULLET AT A
FLAT, HARD SURFACE OR WA-

TER; at target practice be sure
your backstop is adequate.

9. STORE GUNS AND AMMUNITION
SEPARATELY, beyond reach of

children.

rights of the various species.
Major birds affected by the develop-

ment will be redhead and mallard

USE, take down or have actions
open; guns should be carried in

To fill the position of chief of big
game the Commission called in Paul

area.
cies, PP&L recently completed construc-

until ready to shoot.
3. UNLOAD GUNS WHEN NOT IN

many years.

Ebert, long-time game biologist in the
Columbia District at The Da lles. Ebert

,

your gun safely; keep safety on

cases to shooting area.
4. BE SURE BARREL IS CLEAR OF
OBSTRUCTIONS and that you have

biologists with many years of field

In cooperation with wildlife agen-

RESPECT DUE A LOADED GUN.
Carry

2. WATCH THAT MUZZLE!

the Commission's Lands Section for

Oregon waterfowl hunters can give a
vote or thanks to the Pacific Power &
Light Company and the Weyerhaeuser
Company for some work accomplished

in their behalf in the Klamath Falls

Ten Commandments of Shooting Safety
1. TREAT EVERY GUN WITH THE

which lie adjacent to the present man-

agement area on the north end. The
Two tracts are involved in the expansion of Jewell Wildlife Meadows
totaling 110 acres, the 38-acre Olson
property and the 72-acre Soderback
property. Both tracts which border

Fishhawk Creek lie adjacent to the
management area at the west end.
White River Management Area is a

10. AVOID ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

before or during shooting.
black-tailed deer which summer in the
higher mountains, then drift to lower
elevations in winter. A deerproof fence
extends full length of the management

area and prevents the animals from
entering private agricultural fields be-

low. Herds of elk also winter in the
area and it supports major populations
of Merriam's wild turkeys.
Jewell Wildlife Meadows was activated by the Commission in 1969 with
the purchase of the Engbretson farm,
183 acres mainly in meadow with some
adjacent second growth timber. As envisioned by the Commission, the wildlife meadows will eventually encompass about 600 acres, all of which will
be developed into a showplace for native plant and animal life.
The area supports good populations
of blacktails and Roosevelt elk. A host

of smaller wildlife, including songbirds and furbearers, frequents the
area. Fishhawk Creek supports cutthroat trout, steelhead, and salmon.

